SUCCESS OF 2018 PATHWAYS TO EMPLOYMENT VII

The 2018 Pathways to Employment VII event was held on Saturday April 14th. The feedback from the attendees and presenters was overwhelmingly positive. Here is a sampling of the evaluation comments.

Comments from the youth attendees:

I absolutely loved the workshop and I will pursue a career in this field!
Helped me realize the different jobs that are out there
(attended “Careers in Parks and Recreation workshop”)

I learned about computer programming and how they are used in science.
(attended “Careers in Programming – Coding to Career”)

I loved that she broke down the expectations of life and how to keep trying new things to see what we love to do.
(attended “Lost on a Career Choice - Guidance to Finding a Direction”)

I got new information on how I can get an internship and what I need to do to get one.
(attended “Internships – Who, What, Why”)

I was very happy with this session. It really made me re-think about how to network with people. Excellent.
(attended “Networking and Building Strategic Relationships”)

Very informative on how to stay safe with social media and trying to get a job.
(attended “Social Media - How it Can Help or Hurt your Job Search”)

It was amazing. I learned different ways in which I could approach people, interact with them and being able to think outside the box.
(attended “Business Etiquette”)

I really liked how she was able to give full coverage from the cover letter to even net working. It was very helpful.
(attended “Creating an Effective Resume, Cover Letter & Applying Online”)

I loved this workshop as it gave me many tips that I will apply on my future interviews.
(attended “Interview Skills Start to Finish”)

Comments from Presenters:

- I was impressed by the student's questions and how well the workshop could meet their need.
- I enjoyed the interaction with the students and other vendors. Great turn out!
- This was my first time with "Pathways". I enjoyed every minute. Excellent lunch, Excellent Staff.
- Very nice facility, excellent students!
- This event could be a case study - great all around experience.
- All conversations were quality. Even talked to parents.
- Thanks for all the prep
- You made it easy for me as a new volunteer. IT Support was great.